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Abstrak 

Di dalam persekitaran yang dinamik. pengimbasan mcnjadi begitu penting dalmn 

mcmbuat kcputusan, khususnya kcputusan pclaburan. Kajian lampau bcrkaitan 

pcngimbasan masih bdum jclas tcntang pcncntu tingkahlaku pcngimbasan di 

kaLmgan cksekutif serta hubungannya dcngan prcstasi. K<~jian ini menguji secant 

empirik kesan tingkahlaku pengimbasan pcrsckitaran ke atas kualiti kcputusan 

pclaburan dan penman Kapasiti Pemprosesesan f'v1aklumat (KP~1) sebagai 

pcnycderhana (moderator) kepada hubungan terscbut. Tingkahlaku pengimbasan 

dikonseptualkan mengikut sejauh mana pengimbasan dilakukan (bcrdasarkan scktm

P'-~rsckitaran), kacdah pcngimbasan yang digunakan dan sumbcr inf"lm11asi 

pcrsckitaran yang digunakan olch para eksekutif. Anal isis data mcnggunakan II X 

keputusan yang diperolch mclalui soal sclidik yang diposkan, di m;:ma setiap 

rcsponden diminta untuk mcmilih satu keputusan pdaburan yang khusus dan memb ... ~ri 

pcnilaian bcrdasarkan keputusan yang dipilih. Pcncmuan kajian mcnunjukkan hanya 

m<lklumat berkaitan tckno!ogi, ekonomi and pcrsamgan diimbas olch eksekutif 

f\1a!aysia dalam mcmbuJt kcputusan berkaitan pclaburan modal. Eksekutif Malaysia 

didapati mcngimbas maklumal persekitaran sccan1 scderhana, menggunakan kedua

dua kacdah yang formal dan tidak fl.1rmal se;·ta menggunakan pclbagai sumher 

maklumaL Tiada perbczaan yang bcrcrti yang dapat dilihat dari scgi scjauh mana 

pcngimbasan dibuat, kacdah yang digunakan dan sumber maklumat yang diimbas. 

yang cligunakan untuk sctiap jcnis maklumaL iiubungan yang terhad juga didapati 

antara tingkahlaku pengimbasan dan kualiti keputusan pelaburan. Analisis regrcsi 

mcnunjukkan bahawa kualiti keputusan berkait secant bcrerti dan positif hanya 

dcngan maklumat ekonomi dan pcrsaingan dan J(xmaliti kaedah yang digunabn 

untuk mengimbas maklumat pcrsaingan. Kapasiti memproscs maklumat didapati 

bcrtindak scbagai pcnyedcrhana kuasi, mempunyai kesan langsung dan juga kesan 

intcraksi kc atas kualiti kcputusan. 
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Abstn1ct 

In a dynamic environment. scanning becomes critically important when making 

decisions. particularly im cstmcnt decisions. Prl.:'vious research on scannlllg has 

prO\ cd inconclusin~ regarding the determinants of scanning behaviors of ,'\:ccutives 

and their subsequent rdationships to performance. This study tests empirically the 

imp:lct of environment:!! scanning behaviors on im·cstrnent decision qu:ility. and the 

mod'-Tating role of lnfnnnation Processing Cap:1city in the relationship. Sc:mning 

hckl\ ior was conceptu~!li/.cd according to the extent of scanning CllJll!uctcd (by 

em ironmental sector). methods of scanning used and sources of em iwnmcntal 

information engage by the executives. Data analysis uses 118 decisions ,,btained 

through mailed questionnaires, \vhere each respondent was asked to select a 

particular investment <b.:·ision and responds according to the selected decisions. The 

finding shcms that only technology, economic and competition in1<)rm~llion was 

scanned by Malaysian l''\ccutivcs in making capital invcSLment decision. \Ldaysian 

c:-.:ccutives \Verc found to scan lor environmental inf(mmltion at a modcr;ll~_.' k\·cl. 

using both formal and informal methods and using various sources (bmh personal 

and impersonal) of inf<.m11ation. No significant difference was found ~:cross the 

\ ari~..ws type of infom;ation in terms of the extent of scanning done. met hod of 

scanning used and sources of information used. Limited relationships \\ere also 

observed between scanning behavior and investment decision quality. Regression 

analyses show that the quality of decision is positively and significantly rclakd to 

extent of economic and competition information and formality of method used h) 

scan competition information. Inf(xmation processing capacity was l(wnd to be a 

quasi moderator, thus having a direct as \vel! as an interaction effect on decision 

quality. 
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CHAPTER 1 

lNTRODUCTION 

This stud; examines the relationship between environmental scanning behavior and 

the CJUa!it: of investment decisions made by m~magers, and the role of in1(nmation 

p:\Kcssing capacity in this relationship. This chapter therefore presents a h<lckground 

to the n:scarch. It discusses the problem statement, research questions, purpose and 

ob_iccti\CS of the study and finally the significance of the study. 

1.1 Introduction 

h cryone is interested in making good decisions. More precisely. decision makers are 

interested in making decisions that have good outcomes. Accordinl.' to Brower 

( :2000). u good decision or quality decision is a dccisi~1 that results !'rom quality 

lL'cision making process. I Ie argued that one of many successful decision-making 

strategies that emerged from a decision process is where individuals and organizations 

seck out and process the information effectively in situations of uncertainties. This is 

true for both large and small organizations, as \\'ell as for profit and non-profit 

organizations. Success requires a keen strategic understanding of external influences 

in order to respond or make decisions. Environmental scannmg ts one tool in an 

org:mi/ation·s arsenal that can be used to gain this understanding (Albright. 2004). 

Em irPnmcnta! scanning is the internal communication of external information about 

issues that may potentially influence an organization's decision making process. The 

extent of environmental scanning or scanning behavior of the decision maker such as 

how much scanning is done, scanning methods used to scan the environment, source 



of information used and the scope of emironmcnt scanned, to understand the 

environment will impact the decision making qu;J]ity. Thus, this research im cstigatcs 

the impact of the environmental scanning on clccision making quality. with speci1ic 

focus on capital investment decision for tirms in !\Lila: sia. 

1.2 Background of the Study 

For more than forty years, there have been pcri(1dic reviews of the decision making 

literature. In almost six decades since Simon's ( 19-17) seminal critique of the rational 

model of decision-making, theorists have been trying to replace it with a systematic 

and coherent explanation of decision-making hch:l\ ior (Cray, Mallory. Butler, 

llickson and Wilson. 1991 ). Over the years a number or L1ctors have been suggested 

as being important for understanding quality strategic decision-making. lbgc ( 1980) 

in Cray d a!. (1991) stated that the frequency of tlL'Currence. cost continuity with 

previous issues and risk arc important factors in understanding strategic decision 

making. MacCrimmon (1985) on the other hand argues that the degree of rationality, 

inf(mnedness, social interest and degree of manipulativeness arc the key dimensions 

of the decision-making context that influenced the outcome of the process. !\'lore 

recent literature by Makadok and Barney (200 l ). suggests that, process and 

inf(mnation quantity are important factors in understanding strategic decision-making. 

Thus. the quantity and quality of data gathered should commensurate the degree t1f 

environmental uncertainty facing the firm, to ensure successful decision making. 

The extant literature has provided a variety of models regarding managerial 

decision making. For example, one stream of research suggests that managers process 

information in an intuitive manner (e.g., Mintzberg, 1988) while another research 

stream (e.g., Thomas, Clark and Gioia, 1993) suggests that managers deliberately seek 
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out and silt through enormous amount of new information in order to make ellectivc 

decision. This evolving research is important given the grO\ving emphasis on 

understanding the dynamics of strategic decision-making. Hambrick and 'i'vlason · s 

( 1984) work directed researchers toward the importance of the top management team 

in decision-making and directing strategy. Subsequent research has extended 

Hambrick and Mason's \Vork. by examining top management team decision-making 

in sc\cral contexts, including e11\'iromncntal scanning (e.g. Dafl and Weick 1984). 

f\1any researchers acknowledge that rational data gathering activity lies at the heart of 

strategic decision-making. Rational data gathering includes environmental scanning, 

that im olvcs acquiring and processing voluminous mnount of information (Daake, 

Dmvlcy and Anthony, 2004). Environmental scanning assesses the internal strengths 

and weaknesses of an organi1ation in relation to the external opportunities and threats 

it L1ccs (Abels, 2002). Some believe that supplementing rational data gathering with 

intuition or tacit knowledge may imprme m:1nagcrial decision-making (Mintl.berg, 

19S8). I lowever, in spite of the many researches on strategic decision making in 

rebtion to environmental scanning, no management research has focused on the 

impact of environmental scanning as an input to the strategic decision-making process 

to investment decision quality. Issues of the extent or scanning, scope of scanning, 

methods (formal vs. informal), etc. and their impact on the quaiity of decisions made 

are amongst issues yet to be fully addressed in the literature on environmental 

scanmng. 

One study in the information technology literature suggests that a knmvledge 

acquisition information system might help managers systemize their thoughts during 

strategic planning (Jonas and Laios, 1993). This may be especially helpful \Vhen 

erwironmental uncertainty requires that a large body of information be considered 



(Daake et aL 2004 ). \Vhi lc rcrccived environmental uncertainties vary from industry 

to industry. the level of recognition of the importance of the environment also \aries 

from company to company. dS docs the reaction of companies to their environment. 

Thcref(m~. getting the right information to the right person at the right time to produce 

the right processed information is of critical importance. and this is not an t.'asy task. 

The adaptation of technology. skills and knowledge synthesis within em ir~.mmcntal 

scanning should occur (Raghu and Vinzc, 2005 ). According to Flnrsnn and 

Konsynski ( 199l),''problem~ in the environmental monitoring process often (1Ccur 

when a particular expertise. an agent in the problem-solving network. is un~l\ ai !able, 

and knmvlcdge from the domain docs not play a role in the analysis'·. Their study 

found that ''delegation technnlogics·· provide the capability of capturing. org.anizing, 

and distributing knO\vlcdgc that may be used by experts in classifying patt-.'ms ~1f 

qualitati\·c indicators in the business environment and subsequently achic\c better 

quality decisions. According to I ,ord and Ivlaher (1 990), _s!uring the past three decades 
• 

there has been a trend am~.mgst management practitioners to apply information-

processing principles to develop theory and improve management or personnel 

practice. It includes impro\ing performance appraisal of an organization. Cii\cn the 

dynamic and competitin~ nature of today's business, a great extent of em ironmental 

scanning is needed, but it is insufficient to ensure quality decision: in other wnrds 

environmental scanning ts a necessary but not a sufficient condition for decision 

quality. Thus information processing capabilities is required to rcsoh e vanous 

uncertainties due to an increasing volume of information. In other words. a great 

extent of environmental scanning does not necessarily translate into better decision, 

unless th~ accompanying voluminous information can be readily processed 

4 



Taking an infom1ation processing perspective on the strategic decision-making 

process. this research theorized that the extent of environmental scanning is one of the 

kc.Y clements for investment decision quality. Environmental scanning is bcnelicialto 

the decision making process as il prmidcs the amount and variety of information that 

match the complexity and uncertainty of the strategic decision-making task. Despite 

the mentioned benefits, information error can occur during decision-making that can 

affect the processing of contradictory information and the actions taken t1y the 

decision makers. Therefore specialized knowledge and technologies should come 

together to reduce the risk of relying on the information provided (I )noky and 

Fryxell. 1999). As such, this study will also look at the moderating c!rect or 

information processing capacity that will have an impact in enhancing the relationship 

of environmental scanning bcha\·ior to the investment quality of decision-nuking. 

1.3 Pr·ohlcm Statement 

Today's corporate world is undergoing unprecedented changes. The accelerating pace 

of technology. markets inkgration, and highly competitive market. place an 

increasing demand to get strategic investment decision right. Malaysia like the rest of 

the world is doubling its cffixts in transforming the economy towards achicYing 

higher value- added growth. Thcrc1ore, more efficient decision mechanisms are 

required to support this transformation. H.owever, the past years have been C\ cntful 

years l(n Malaysia's corporate sector, \\'ith the revamp of the Rcnung-UE!vl, 

Malaysian Airline System (MAS), Malaysia Resource Corp Bhd (l\1RCB). Kuala 

Lumpur rail operators PUTRA , STAR (Asia Times, 2001 ), massive losses t~1ced by 

Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad (BIMB) and rnost of the smaller listed shipping 
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compames 111 Bursa Malaysia (the Star, 2005) as well as many small and medium 

firms that cannot gain strong sustainability in the market. 

Namura International (Hong Kong) Ltd., one of the r'-':->carch houses says: ··the 

pat(mnancc of each company depends entirely on its management. In a nutshell. it's 

all about when you lock in your contracts, and hmv soon you can capitalize on a spike 

in the rates."' (Business, 2005). Therefore~, the right decision strategy a!IO\\S the 

company to reap major strategic and operational advant:1gcs: a wrong one can kad to 

an important opportunity being lost or even worse. a disadvantage that cmtails future 

re\ cnucs. 

Companies invest hundreds of billions of dollars C\ cry year in fixed assets. By 

their nature. these investment decisions have the poiential to affect a firm's fortunes 

on.T several years. A good decision can boost earnings sharply and dramatically 

incrc:1sc the value of the firm. A had decision can lead to hankruptcy. The reason is 

that most of these decisions involve committing a hi!!_ sum of monev and the rcsuits 
~ ~ . 

hem ily depend on forecasting and creating the future in a competitive and ever-

changing business environment. Thus the risk and uncertainty is inherent in these 

investments. Therefore, it is a reasonable to assume that poor performance of many 

Malaysian firms is patily if not fully related to badly or wrongly make strategic 

investment decision. Due to this reason, further investigation need to be conducted. 

In spite of the practical aspect of the importance of strategic decision making 

to the organizational performance, the theoretical aspect on strategic decision making 

and organizational performance has also been deliberated on by many researchers. 

The early studies done by Burns and Stalker (1961 ). Chandler (1962), Harper ( 1993), 

and Lawrence and Lorsh (1967) as cited in Jennings and Lumpkin (1992), found that 

a firm's high performance depends on it's successful corporate strategy and structure. 
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Similarly, Sulaiman (1989) also t(mnd that high performing Malaysian manufl1cturing, 

firms have the right corporate strategy. I lowcn:r. the eJlcctivencss of the corporate 

strategy process relies on strategic decision making quality: that is the extent to which 

they result in desired outcome (Sharfi11an. 1996 ). According to l Iammond. Keeney 

and Raifl1 ( 1998), bad decisions can often he traced to the way the decisions \\crc 

made - the alternatives were not clearly defined. the right information was not 

collected. the cost and benefits \\Cn~ not accurately weighted as well as the hi;:s:.:'d 

choice made by the decision maker. This judgmental bias is due to eight traps which 

arc: (1) The anchoring trap -- which led the decision maker to give disproportionate 

importance to the first infonnation they receive; (2) The status quo trap which led the 

decision maker toward maintaining the current situation even though better 

alternatives exist: (3) The sink-cost trap \Vhich inclines the decision maker to 

perpetuate the mistakes of the past; ( 4) The confirming-c\idcncc trap··· \vhich led the 

decision maker to seck out inf(wmation suppmiing an existing predilection and to 

discount opposing information: (5) The tl·aming trap that occurs when the decision 

maker misstate problem, undermining the entire decision-making process: (6) The 

overconfidence trap that biases the decision maker to overestimate the accuracy of 

their t(xccast; (7) The prudence trap which led the decision maker to he 

overcautious when they make estimates about uncertain C\'Cnts; and (8) Recall abiiity 

trap, which led the decision maker to give undue significance to recent and dramatic 

events. These traps arc particularly disastrous in situations of great unc.::rtainties of 

today' s environment. According to Duncan (1 972) perceived environmental 

uncertainty will lead individuals to the difficulties in deciding what is the most 

appropriate action that gtves the best results. Duncan ( 1972) also suggested that 

uncertainty can be caused by (a) the lack of information concerning the situational 
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demands, and (h) an inability to ~1ssign probabilities with confidence to the occurrence 

of events that could affect the :lppropriatcness of the decision. Anything that em 

contribute to making a decision difficult, however, \Vould increase the perL~cin·d 

environmental uncertainty. 

ln order to overcome thl' traps mentioned earlier. Hammond ct aL ( 199~)

suggest that decision makers must be open minded and seek information :md 

opinions ii·om a variety of people (sm:;·ccs) to widen their frame of references :mJ to 

push their mind in fresh dir~.'clinns. This is called environmental scanning. 

Environmental scanning is a process of seeking information about C\'Cnts and 

relationships from a company" s outside environment (Hambrick, I 981 ). KnmYkdge: 

from the information helps the top managements to plan for the company's futur..._~ 

course of action. Furthcnnorl'. em ironmental scanning is the first step in prohlc:n

solving sequence and it inlluci1l'\.'S the perceptions and actions of the organin1tion 

(Daft and Weick, 1984; llambrick. 1981). Environmcr)j_al scanning is also us'-·d to 

reduce uncertainties surrounding the decision-making process. Leroy and Bernard 

(2004), in his study found that environmental scanning can reduce manager's risk

averse attitude in increasing the ll'vd of productive investment. Ekmcn (2005) in his 

study of small manufacturing enterprise in the printing and clothing industries abo 

i(mnd that owner managers decision making proccss was based on their past 

experience or from the experience of others, that is through collection of cxtc·rnal 

inl(mnation. Thus, environmental scanning can be seen as a mechanism for reducing 

uncertainty in the decision-making context 

Several studies such as Daft and Weick, (1984 ); Hambrick, ( 1981 ); 

Venkatraman (1989) found a positiYc relationship between scanning and performance. 

According to Dess, (1987) environmental scanning is the primary strategy and is 
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necessary m establishing organizational goals. In addition, it has hcen 1(wnd that 

successful firms differ fi·om unsuccessful firms because they do more scanning and 

they also have a broader pattern or scanning (Daft Sormunen, Parks. 1988) as 

scannmg \\ill help decision makers to make better decision and ultimately quality 

decision. ivlany studies found that high performing compames scanned more 

frequently and more broadly in response to strategic uncertainty than their 

counterparts 111 lmv-rcrforming companies (e.g. Daft ct aL 1988: Bcal. ..?000). 

Therefore, it can he assumed that the poor performance of some Malaysian firm:-: can 

be attributed. partly if not fully to poor decision making strategy. One of it can be 

attributed to lack of environmental scanning. OccmTences such as financial crisis. 

SARS outbreak. Bird Hu disease, Terrorism, and concern O\U prolonged \\ar in Iraq 

that lead to oil prices becomes turbulent will give more impact to the deterioratinn ~)f 

the Malaysian finn ·s performance. The impacts of these events will generate grcakr 

uncertainties for both business and consumer. Therefore, according to Por:cr ( i 98U). 

to reduce the level of uncertainty. scanning the environment is important. It can 

improve investment decision-making. 

Although studies have pointed out the negative clfects of unccrtaintv on 

imTstment decision-making (e.g. 07.er, 2005) Perceived environmental dynamism 

and risk-aversion (e.g. Maguire and Albright, 2005; Rasheed, 2004), the relationship 

between perceived environmental uncertainty and scanning lx:havior (e.g. Ebrahimi. 

2000; Elenkm·. 1997; May, Stewmi and Sweo, 2000: Suh, Key, Munchus. 2004) and 

environmental scanning. competitive strategy and organizational performance (e.g. 

BcaL 2000: Kumar, Subramaniam and Strandholm, 2001 ), very few have examined 

the impact or environmental scanning behavior toward investment decision-making. 
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Previous research on environmentai scanmng and impact on investment 

decision-making only looked at hmv im estmcnt decisions arc made, (Ekncm, 2005) 

and not on how sGmning should be done that will impact their investment decision

making. This research therefore aims to fill such a gap 111 the research or 

emironmcntal scanmng and strategic decision making by !o,lking at the impact of 

environmental scanning behavior to inYcstment decision-makinl:'- quality based on the 

comprchcnsi\cncss of the amount of information that should he scanned, the method 

of scanning that should be utilized. the source of information that should be used, and 

the sector of environment that should he sought out. Thcrct(m.'. this research will 

investigate how scanning is done by top management in all types of firms in 

Malaysia. and how it should be done to ensure quality decisions. 

1 A Puqwse and ObJective 

The study nn l'nvironmental scanning is well-recognized in strakgic management and 

decision making literature. However whether its impact to investment decision 

making quality is not well researched. The general objective of this research 

therefore is to determine the impact of extent of environmental scanning behavior in 

Malaysia and its contribution to the investment decision performance and quality. lt 

also attempts to address the issues of hmv scanning should be done in an organization 

to ensure quality decisions. Thus this study will attempt to achieve the fol!O\ving: 

1. To determine the environmental scannmg behavior in relation to capital 

investment decisions in terms of extent of scanning done, method, sources 

used and sector scanned; and \Vhether these behaviors difters by the various 
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decision contexts such as the decision maker. the organi;:ation and the type or 

decision involved. 

2. To investigate the impact of environmental scannmg on their investment 

decision-making quality. 

3. To determine the contingent cllcct of inf<.m11ation processing capacity on the 

relationship bet\vcen environmental scanning 3nd investment decision-making 

quality. 

1.5 Research Questions 

Based on the above problem identification and the ohjectives. this study seeks 

answers to the follo\ving research questions: 

l. What is the extent of environmental scanmng practice 111 making capital 

investment decision? 

2. What sectors of the environment IS scanned more when making capital 

investment decisions? 

3. \Vhat methods are generally used in environmental scanning? 

4. What sources of information are relied on when scanning the environment? 

5. Do the extent, methods and sources used differ by the context of the decisions, 

111 particular by decision-maker, the organization and the nature of the 

decision? 

6. \Vhat is the impact of environmental scannmg behavior on their investment 

decision-quality? 

7. Does Information Processing Capacity enhance the impact of in\ cstmcnt 

decision quality? 
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1.6 Definition of Tenus 

Tahle J 2.1: Definition o(Terms 

~~=~=-~rc_~_~~s-~--==r-·· ~~- -______ · ·::_-=_·=I)ct}_!;iti~11 ___ -__ ~~- -=-~-=-~=----
Environment ] As the relevant physical and social factors outside the 

boumbry or an organization that arc taken into 
consideration during the organizational decision 
making (Duncan, 1972) 

~----~--·. ---------------- ------------------------·----·---- -- ---------- -----

Scanning Refers to the means through \vhich top managers 
pcrccin' external events and trends. (Hambrick. 1982. 
Culnan. 19~3) 

~~~~~'iro~;;~1~;~t~'l~--- ---Ti~ the -acquisitio;~-;~d;t~~~-Z;i'i;1l~~rm~lti~r~-~~b~~-t ~~~__.l{t~,-
scanmng trends. and relationships in an organization's external 

environment. the knowledge of \vhich would assist 
management in planning the organization's future 
course and action. (Aguilar, 1967. Choo and Auster. 
1993). 

Information 
processing capacity 

Investment decision 
making quality 

Frequency of 
scanmng 

L<Jurceor sca~ni~ 

l~~:~od-~:-~~anning _ 

---

1 low dcci:-;ion makers understand, predict, stimulate. 
interpret. store, retrieve, transmit. generate judgments. 
and soh c problems based on the information 
gathered. An organization ability to processes 
information to make sense of its environment to 
creak llC\\ knc)\\"ledgc, and to make decision (Larkey 
and Sprou!l.l9~4). 

---~ ----~---~-·-·-------- --- ---~----~---------------

Investment decision making quality is a decision that: 
( 1) meets (or contributes to the achievement) the 
objectives of the organization: and (2) gives rise to 
positive outcome to the decision maker 

------------------------~- ----------- ----------~-- "l 
Scanning frequency is the amount of scanning done 
hy managers (Elenkov, 1997: May et al.. 2000; 
S;:myer, 1993) and the number of times the managers 
scan the environment for information in a given time 
period (llamhrick, 1 982). 

--l~~;~;~-i1<;~1~21ent ~~~t(;~-th-at int~~-;;,~{i;;i~-E~in~-----~ 
sought out. r~.g. C1overnment. technology, supplier, I 
competitors etc i 

So~rce -c~"f--scanning -~s---~fefi~1ecC-~~-- '~'here - tl~~ J 

information is being collected, e.g. Internal, external, 1 
person:.tl or impersonal. 

--~----------~~----~------~---------------------

HO\V scanning is being done, whether regularly and J 
formally or i1Tegularly and informally. _________ _ __ _ 
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I. 7 Significance of the Study 

The findings fi·om this research have important implications to both theory and 

practice. Theoretically, this study will add to the strategic decision making and 

environmental scanmng literature. Practically. it will also prm·ide decision makers 

and strategic planners with formal data to make them aware of the maJor ISsues 

related to environmental scanning and strategic decision making process to imprO\ c 

their decision making outcome. 

I. 7.1 Theoretical ,S'ignificance 

The literature has generally agreed that environmental scanmng has significant 

positive impact on the performance of an organization, as attested to by sevcnll 

studies such as Daft and Wt:icL (l9X4 ): I! am brick, (1981 ): Venkatraman (I 9X9): <md 

Dcss. (1987). Furthermore environmental scanning has_9een established as the first 

step in the strategic decision-making process, which in11uences the perceptions and 

actions of the organization (Daft and Weick, 1984; Hambrick, 1981 ). I lowe\·er. m~my 

of these studies have focused on decisions related to the choice of corporate strategies. 

and there is certainly a deatih of literature that focused on strategic investment 

decisions, \\'hich is the primary focus of this study. Further, the above studies have 

conceptualized environmental scanning in totality by taking the extent of sc~mning 

undertaken. without looking at the various components of scanning. such as those 

iterated in this study's objectives. Thus the findings of this study will further add to 

the literature with in-depth understanding of scanning and its differential impact on 

quality of decision. furthermore. the inclusion of the moderating variables will further 



cnh3ncc the understanding of the differential impact of scannll1g under \·:mous 

contexts of the decision-making si111ation. 

Thus. it is clearly necessary that studies on environmental sc:mning should be 

expanded since the large number of studies in environmental scanning only 1(Kused 

on areas such as: 

IIi 

.. 

.. 

• 

The rcbtionship between environmental unccrtaint\ and scannmg 

heh:t\ i(•r (e.g. Ebrahimi, 2000; Elenkov, 1997; f'v1ay. Stc\\ art and Sweo. 

:2000: McGee and Sawyerr, 2003: Suh, Key, Munchus. 2004): 

The relationship bet\veen environmental scanmng and firm's 

performance( e.g. Beal, 2000: Daft and Weick. 19~\-f: llambrick. 1981; 

Kumar. Subramaniam and Strandholm, 200 1~ Vcnkatraman.1989): 

Scanning the environment for strategic advantage (e.g. Chon. :200 1): and 

Factor~ intlucncing environmental scanning-(e.g. ( 'orrcia and Wilson . 

200 l ). 

Only one study t<xmd in the literature, that of Leroy and Bemard (2004) tha1 looked at 

the impact of environmental scanning on investment decision-making. Their study 

posited environmental scanning as a moderator to enhance productive investment 

decision and reduce the risk-averse attitude of the managers. No study was f(mnd to 

directly relate the impact of environmental scanning and investment decision-making 

quality and comprehensively look at how managers scan the environment. the source 

of information they usc, the sector of environment they seck out and the influence of 

information processing capacity to enhance their investment decision-making quality. 
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The outcome of this research therefore. mav add to the literature on stratcuic . . ~ 

management p0rticularly strategic decision making which focuses specifically on the 

Impact of environmental scanning on company's investment decision-making quality. 

I. 7.2 Practical Sign(ficance 

One of the greatest challenges for managers of all organization today is managmg 

uncertainty. The future is not known \Yith certainty: as a result managers must do 

\\hat they can to reduce unce1iainty. It means reading the signa Is. follmving the 

trends and scanning the external environment. ·rhus the findings from this research 

\\ill provide important guidelines as to the extent of scanning and the areas of 

scanning that need to be focused when making important investment decisions. 

There are many important reasons to do environmental scanning. Rapid 

ch~mges in today·s marketplace and the new emerging business practices can easily 

cause an organization to lag behind if it docs not ke_£,p up in the areas such as 

technology. regulations. and various rising trends. Thercf(Jre. em ironmcntal scanning 

reduces the chances of being blindsided and results in greater anticipatory 

management (Albright, 2004 ). 

Thus the study on environmental scannmg is significant in order to identify 

\\ hdher the decisions made by Malaysian managers through his/her scannmg 

behavior g1ve positive impact to their strategic investment decision making. The 

linding from this study hopefully will encourage Malaysian compamcs to enhance 

their environmental scanmng practices and practically \viii help them to conduct 

environmental scanning effectively. This can be done through: 

Identifying the environmental scanning needs of their organizations. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERA TORE REVIEW 

RL·scarch literatures in strategic decision makinu. inf{mnation scan and int(mnation 
~ ~ 

processing theory sd the context of this study. This chapter therefore presents a 

review of the literature that describes the theory leading to studies that directh 

im csti gate environmental scanning. 

2.1 Introduction 

Decisions are made almost every day by every human being. However it is a complc" 

process and must be well understood. In making a good decision. one that is of 

quality. the decision makers must know a great deal about the industry and social and 

business environment in which they work (Simon, 1987). Quality decisions an.-

decisions that have met the objectives of the organizatirn1 and gin~ rise to positiH~ 

outcomes to the decision maker. A quality decision relies on the decision process in 

\Vhich a decision maker organizes. prioritizes. seeks and sorts the information (Sinwn 

1987). Data seeking process which is also called scanning is part of the decision 

making process and it involves acquiring and processing voluminous amount of 

inf(mmltion (Daake, Dawley and Anthony, 2004 ). Environmental scanning as an 

clement of the rational decision making process has positive relationship \Yith 

organizational performance (Daft and Weick, 1984; Venkatraman. 1989). OYer the 

past decades, numerous studies have been conducted in the area of strategic decision 

making in conjunction with environmental scanning. The reasons \\ere to aid 

decision makers in making better decisions in this complex and uncertain 

environment. In spite of these work in the area of strategic decision making and 
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" Identifying the characteristics of an imTstment decision that influence 

their need for environmental scanning, 

"' Identifying sources of inform at ion, sectors of em ironment, skills. 

personneL decision-making so1hv~nc. or IT support that give a positive 

impact to the quality of their im cstment decision-making. 

1.8 Conclusion 

lo conclude, the pnmary focus of the ~tudy is to determine the impact of 

environmental scanning behavior to the investment decision making quality, looking 

at the information processing perspecti\C. Since the current study is prescriptive or 

normative in nature. the final implication of the study is to identif)' how scannmg 

should be done in order to achieve investment decision quality. 

This dissertation is divided into five chapters. The present chapter discusses 

the background ofthe study, its objectives and purpose, iJ.s rclevancl' and significance 

and the theory underlying the study that \\ill he explored further ha\·e been discussed. 

I he remainder of this dissertation has ( 'haptcr two elaborating on the theoretical 

context of the problem by reviewing the literature, chapter three describing the 

methodology employed, chapter 1our reporting the findings of the study and finally. 

chapter five analyzing the findings, providing interpretation and conclusions related to 

the research hypothesis, and discussing the implications of these results for the future 

research and practice. 
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er1\'ironmental scannmg. the link between environmental scanmng to investment 

decision making quality IS still little studied. Most of the past literatures are 

descriptive in nature and mure concern on environmental scannmg hd1a\ ior of the 

managers m relation to strategic planning eiTcctivcncss and uwrall finn·s 

performance. None \\as found to relate how scannmg should he dnnc in an 

organization and \\hat scanning behavior organizations should adopt to ensure 

investment decision m;lking quality per se. 

\\'hile this research focuses on strategic investment decision making. the 
~ ~ 

question anscs conccrnmg whether the extent of environmental seannmg behavior 

\Vill give rise to quality im·estment decision making? Does the information processing 

capacity enhance the relationship hct\veen environmental scanning and quality 

investment decision making'! This research will begin to examine these issues by first 

rcvie\\·ing literature on decision making, strategic decision making. :md strategic 

investment decision nnking to gain an in-depth understanding of strategic decision 

making. This is l(Jilom:d by reviewing the environmental scanning behavior and 

information processing capacity to see the relationship and impact tO\\arJs the quality 

of investment decision. 

2.2 Decision making, 

2.2.1 Definition 

i'vlany literature as cited by Haris (1998) viewed decision making as the process of 

choosing among alternative courses of action for the purpose of solving problem or 

attaining better situation regarding the opportunity that exist (e.g. Chariisk. 1979; 

Stoner, 1982; Harrison, 1999). Harris (1998) also defines decision making as the 

study of identifying and choosing alternatives based on values and prclerences of the 
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decision maker. This definition stresses the intormation gathering function of 

decision making. Every decision involves a certain amount of risk. Therefore, very 

k\\ decisions are made with absolute certainty because complete knm\ ledge about all 

the alternatives is seldom possible. Harris ( 1998) :-:;tresses that every decision is made 

\\ ithin a decision environment. which is defined as the collection of information, 

<dtcrnativcs. values and preferences available at the time of the decision. An ideal 

d~..·cision cmironmcnt \vou!d include all possible information. all inf(mnation is 

accurate. and every possible alternative together with its impact. is knm\n. Ho\\'C\'Cr, 

thL~ identification and collection of all information and altcrnatin·s arc constrained by 

time and effort necessary to do so. To make quality decision in the highly 

competitive environment today, decision makers in any organization n~..\2d to devote a 

signi fie ant amount of knowledge, skill and attention to managerial decision making. 

2.2.2 l'\ature of the decision 

'! he nature of the decision or decision characteristics has an impact on the quality of 

ckcisinns. According to Rajagopalan, Rasheed, and Datta ( 199:1 ). there is a 

rdationship between decision characteristics and the decision making process. 

I >cunard. Scholl and Beauvais, (2005), added that differences in decision making 

processes or decision behavior can be attributed to differences in the decision task. 

difkrcnccs in the situation or the environment in which the decision is made, and the 

individual differences. 

Decisiou Task 

Decision ta~k \Vould include the dimensions of complexity of the task, diiTiculty and 

H1miliarity of the task and ambiguity of the task (Leonard et a!.. 2005). Empirical 
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findings suggest that an increase in decision time when the task is unfamiliar or 

ambiguous, and also an increase in the amount of information used \\'hen the task is 

complex or difficult. According to Wood ( 1986 ). complex tasks require significantly 

more processing of information cues (where the cues are interrelated to decision task) 

than simple tasks. 

Decisio11 Situation/Environment 

C'haracteristics of the decision situation or decision environment include time 

pressures, irreversibility and significance of the decision and accountability of the 

decision makers. Time pressures on the decision \\il! lead to a structured, rule based 

decision process that will reduce the number of alternatives generated and considered. 

lrrn ersihility of the decision and significance of the decision and accountability of 

the decision maker arc linked to an increase in decision time (Abdson & Levi, 1985). 

Individual Differences 

Persn113l characteristics of decision makers do intlucnce each phase of the decision 

making process. Individual variables which have been examined in the literature 

include both demographic and psychological 'ariables. Demographic \ ariablcs such 

as an individual's age, tenure in the firm, education leveL and functional background 

have been examined (Hambrick & Mason, 1984 ). Psychological variables include 

\ ariables such as locus of control, tolerance f(R ambiguity, and cognitive style (Hurst 

Rush & White, 1989; Slater. 1989). 

The studies of both I Jam brick and Mason ( 1984) and Mahmood (200 1) lend 

support to ~he belief that the characteristics of the management team making the 

decision have an impact on decision making. organizational outcome, and direction. 
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In tcrms of psychological Yariablcs, I Iurst, ct al. ( 1989) in their de\'elopmcnt of the 

creative management model of strategic decision making. suggest that differences in 

the cog_nitive preferences, or differences in the \Yay that individual's prefer to process 

information. has an impact on their ability to identify and exploit strategic 

opportunities. 

2.2.3 Decision-making theory 

In order to understand the investment decision making better, it is necessary to 

understand the different theoretical perspectives to decision making. Theories of 

decision making do not belong to a single academic discipline. Contributions have 

come from philosophy, economics. political theory. sociology. psychology. and 

management science. These theories can be group,xi into three categories: 

• Firstly. the descriptive theories \\hich attempt to explain ho\\ decisions 

are actually being made in practice. 

• Secondly, normative theories that explain how decisions should be 

made, often based on rationality and consistent methodologies. 

• Thirdly, prescriptive theories tbat attempt to improve decision making 

in specific context through removing limitations and biases identified 

in descriptive theories. Prescripti\·c approaches seck to Jormulate 

recommendations that lead to better decisions. reproduce the 

complexity and uncertain characteristics or uncertainties of real-\vorld 

situation and give the true nature of decision makers as we knO\v it 

(Johnson-Laird and Shafir, 1993). 
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The current study. environmental scanning and investment decision making 

quality. in general aims to provide normative and/or prescriptive approach l(1r 

decision makers with the intention of detem1ining ho\Y scanning should be done and 

fi:mnulating recommendations that might lead to quality decision. 

In strategic decision making model. many theorists see the analysis of the 

decision making processes as the key to understanding how organizations function. 

Theories that are most debated among strategic decision making scholars are 

discussed below. 

Rational decision-making 

In rational decision making. goals and alternatives are made cxpiicit. the 

consequences of pursuing different alternatives are calcubted, and these 

consequences arc e\·aluatL'd in terms of how close they are to the goals (Simon. 1987). 

Rationality theory is concerned vvith guidelines of consistency, transparency and 

transitivity, but not ahom the underlying preferences values. For a long time. 

literature on decision making was dominated by the assumption that decision making 

could take place in an entirely rational way. The rationalist perspective. which was 

developed in the 1 950s and 1960s, has its roots in Weber's sociological theory in 

which he sees the rationa!i;ation of decision making within bureaucratic structures as 

the dominant approach to organization (Weber, 194 7 in Nilsson and Dalkman, 200 I). 

Simon ( 1957) introduced rational decision theory into organization theory. lle :>aid 

that the decision making process is the core of all organization theory, which should 

therefore address questions such as "How are decisions made?" and "'Ho\v can 

decisions be made more rationally?" 
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The basic principles of rationalism can also be derived from utility theory. 

Utilitv theory underlies rationality because it defines rational preicrences and the 

choices one ought to choose. According to rationality theory, the decision making 

process is gnJI-orientcd and rational. Other variations on rational decision making 

models describe the decision process as high level or aggregation containing a 

sequence of steps. Such models are usually the f(mndations of current em ironmcntal 

decision support tools, and foliO\v the following route: 

l·raming the probkm -+defining the Key objectives --+ establishing 

alternatives __.._ ldcntif).·ing consequences -+ clarifying trade-offs 

This type of model can be seen m many variations m the decision-support 

literature (l iammond. Keeney and Raifta, 199R). I lmvcvcr, the rational i\ 1odel or 

··economic man·· is the ·ideal' model for decision making, but it i~ nnt practical, 

because of the !imitations in human information processing capability and the ability 

to predict all alternatives which is termed as ·Bounded rationality" by Simon (1957). 

'1 he conct.'pt of bounded rationality suggests that individuals have perceptual and 

information-processing limits. Although managers may want to act rationall.y, they 

must accept the limits. This limited function includes acting upon sufficient rather 

than complete knm'>kdge. Therefore there's a tendency for managers to usc simple 

rather than complex search strategies for problems and consistently using shortcuts 

(lvtilkr and Ireland, 2005). Bence, judgmental perspective of decision making was 

introduced by Simon in the late 50s. 



Ill tuition or Judgmental Decision-making 

Some scholars assert that rational decision making can unly occur under ·'stable. clear, 

simple conditions" (Rainey. 2003 ). However, beGIUSt' these conditions arc often non-

exisrcnL decision-makers must use judgment and intuition in their decision making. 

1\J;my executives and managers embrace intuition as an effective approach to 

important decisions. Indeed, recent surveys and business press articles indicate broad 

support 1(w the use of intuition in making stratc_l!-ic decisions (Miller and lrcland, 

200." ). Intuition can speed up decision making. which can be important in a complex 

and l~1st changing world. Intuition can be the only possible approach when resources 

an.' constrained such as managerial time and funds to support decision making. 

"'Intuitive'' decision making is the type of decision-making th;lt involves 

interpersonal interaction (Simon. I 987). It relates tu irrational or judgmental 

d~..·c1siun-making that imolvcs the behavior and emotions of the decision maker. 

!vlor .. 'O\ cr. according to Barnard (1938) as cited in Simcm ( 1987), non logical process 

or decisinn making was grounded in knmvlcdge and c;..;pericncc. Intuitive judgments 

t!Jc.rcforc, arc usually subjected to tests of various kinds before they are actually 

implemented especially when time is the factor. According to Simon (1987) intuition 

corresponds to judgment or choice made through subconscious synthesis of 

inl()l'mation drawn from diverse experience. Here. information stored in memory is 

subconsciously combined in complex ways to produce judgment or choice that teels 

right (I'vlillcr and Ireland, 2005). 

The need for quick decisions, the need to cope with demands created by 

complex market forces, and the assumed benefit of applying deeply held knowledge. 

create strong perceived value for the intuitive approach. However, Miller and Ireland 

(2005) in their study conclude that, drawing from the evidence of behavioral decision 
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